




French Haute Lunetterie and cutting-edge technologies



French Haute Lunetterie for men

New interpretations of French Luxury, our frames reveal exceptional quality
guaranteed for life, refined hand finishing and exclusive services.

Designed in Paris and hand-made in France, in Morbier in the Jura, our
collection benefits from luxurious materials (21-karat gold or platinum),
some of the world's most demanding craftsmanship and avant-garde
technologies (DiamondBlack® or ceramic).

Each of our glasses requires about 150 operations and 20 hours of highly
skilled labour.

Technological innovation for an outstanding comfort

The patented AirArt concept is particularly aimed at technically-minded optical
professionals and demanding male consumers. It is a great pretext for an
innovative individualized customer experience.

Our frames feature a system that is unique in the world, and allows the
weight distribution of the optical equipment to be precisely adjusted to the
weight of each wearer's corrective lenses.

As a result, our individually designed eyewear is balanced, comfortable and
stable regardless of the wearer's prescription.



French Haute Lunetterie and cutting-edge technologies



Genesis



The genesis, a personal need

“Since my childhood, and as a short-sighted person, I have often been
disappointed by the comfort of the frames I had bought. Like millions of
people, I am used to choosing my spectacles without taking into account
the prescription lenses I require.

In spite of the progress made in terms of thickness and lightness with
high index, Rx lenses are heavier than the standard demo lenses on the
frame, up to 4 times more. That means that with its final prescription
lenses, the initial balance and comfort of the eyeglasses may be
dramatically altered. Consequently, the glasses slip down the nose.

After 15 years of managing experience for high-end eyewear brands, I
have decided to find a solution to this problem by creating a high-end
collection that is consistent to my values. Indeed, I believe spectacles
are far more than prosthesis; they mirror and distinguish one’s soul,
like the most obvious masculine jewel.”



Innovation inspired by aeronautics

AirArt ergonomic innovation has been inspired by standing proven solutions used in aeronautics in order to ensure a perfect
longitudinal stability, like aeronautical ballasts or mobile counterweights, inspired themselves from the Roman scales.



WORLDWIDE INNOVATION
TECHNOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE



Transfer of technology

AirArt frames provide a minimum gain of 25% of weight worn by the nose thanks to an optimized mass distribution, and maintain their fine initial longitudinal and lateral balance

depending on the weight of each RX lens. The balance is easily and precisely set by the optician thanks to a unique variable-geometry system whose design is fully integrated.



BALANCE, STABILITY, COMFORT



25%
Weight saving in the nose area thanks to an optimised and individualised 
weight distribution of 60 / 40* in the front and rear areas
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MATERIALS OF EXCEPTION



DiamondBlack ®

Exclusive within the Eyewear market, DiamondBlack® technology, has been developed for aeronautic

and aerospace cutting edge applications. This highly technical exclusive coating ensures an unrivalled

resistance and long life to metal parts that are submitted to exceptional chemical, mechanical and

friction constraints. Metal parts are coated with graphite carbon and diamond particles.





21K Gold

AirArt benefits from the exceptional know-how and the French jeweller heritage and endows

its collection with a 21-carat gold finish, (875/1000) certified by a goldsmith’s official hallmark.

Gold does not oxidize to air or water under normal conditions of temperature and pressure:

its brightness is preserved in time.





Platinum

Thanks to its remarkable physico-chemical properties, Platinum is

particularly appreciated in high jewellery. This precious and rare metal

is stainless and, resistant to abrasion and tarnishing.





Ruthenium

From the Platinum family and a darker hue, ruthenium is a hard

metal that is practically unalterable to acids, air and water.





Exclusive rarity

The high-end lenses we have used for our sun exclusive 50 units limited editions have

been developed in collaboration with Dalloz, the French jeweller of the sun lens.

Some of our sun lenses are coated with Rhodium, the rarest metal on Earth; only a few

tons are extracted every year. In addition, to its particular tint, this material has

exceptional physical properties : resistant, unalterable and stainless.





Nano-ceramic

AirArt pads are made of nano-ceramic. Hypoallergenic and featuring a 10 years

lifetime, these high-end pads deliver an outstanding comfort and a reliability.





2021 COLLECTION



Legend 2021 series

Handcrafted in France

World's unique patented weight repartition adjustment system

Exclusive high-tech coating : DiamondBlack®

Luxury hallmarked 3 microns Gold and Platinum plating

Exclusive hinges guaranteeing 30.000 opening/closing sequences

Nano ceramic auto-adjustable and anallergenic nose pads + silicone spare ones



Legend – LR series – 24 skus



Legend – LAI series – 52 skus



Legend – LC series – 13 skus



Legend – LM series – 10 skus



ART OF PRECISION





AirArt x EMK customizable high-end leather case



AirArt x EMK customizable high-end leather case



Environmental responsibility

AirArt offers high quality frames, designed to last over time. We are committed to a

sustainable approach and favour maintenance over renewal. In this way, we believe in

preserving our world and its natural resources.

AirArt’s collection, made in France, meets the very demanding European environmental

standard REACH. Our high-quality, customisable leather cases also comply with the

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, known by

its acronym CITES.



AirArt Individual
Personalization services

AirArt offers a lifetime guarantee, a personalisation 

service carried out in our workshop in France (solid 

gold parts set with gems, front part made to measure 

in natural horn or acetate) or the maintenance of the 

frames over time...  

A possible problem? AirArt will provide you with an 

identical courtesy frame free of charge while your 

frame is being repaired. 


